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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

1/28/2009

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 127-1641 REVISION 0

SRP SECTION: 03.05.01.01 - Internally Generated Missiles (Outside
Containment)

APPLICATION SECTION: 03.05.01.01

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 12/16/08

QUESTION NO.: RAI 3.5.1.1-01

Section 3.5.1.1.2.1 of the US-APWR DCD Tier 2, Revision 1, provides the rationale to exclude
certain types of equipment from consideration as credible missile sources outside the
containment. For example, missiles originating from valves, threaded connections and piping in
high energy systems would not be credible due to ASME code criteria that control quality from
production through operation, material characteristics, and in-service inspections. Qualitative
discussions are also used to exclude other types of equipment (e.g. piping and valves of non-high
energy fluid systems, gas explosions, gravitation missiles such as crane drops and falling objects
resulting from non-seismic SSCs during a seismic event, secondary missiles, and unsecured
maintenance equipment) from consideration as credible missile sources. However, the DCD does
not provide the analysis to demonstrate that these missiles are of insufficient energy to cause
unacceptable impact or to cause unacceptable damage. Also, it is not clear to the staff whether
the applicant has followed the guidance described in SRP 3.5.1.1 for probabilistic analyses to
determine which missiles may be non-credible by demonstrating that the event is not statistically
significant if the product of the probability of missile occurrence, probability of impact on a
significant target, and probability of significant damage is less than 1 x 10-7 per year.

Where the Tier 2 DCD has excluded equipment items from consideration as credible missile
sources based on design features and other qualitative considerations, demonstrate how these
design features and qualitative considerations would ensure a level of protection from missiles
that is equivalent to the probability criteria described in SRP 3.5.1.1, Section II, "SRP Acceptance
Criteria," Item 1. Include this information in the DCD and provide a markup in your response.

ANSWER:

DCD Tier 2, Subsection 3.5.1.1 is to be re-formatted in Revision 2 to reflect that for certain SSCs
postulated as capable of generating missiles, the probability of missile occurrence (PI), the
product of the probability of missile occurrence and probability of missile impact (P1 x P2), or the
combined product of the probability of missile occurrence, probability of missile impact, and
probability of significant damage (P1 x P 2 x P3) demonstrate through probabilistic analyses that
the events are not statistically significant.
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The description of RAI 152-1642, Question 3.5.1.2-01 notes DCD Tier 2, Subsection 3.4.1.2
contains references to Subsection 3.5.1.1 that exclude certain types of equipment from
consideration as credible missile sources inside the containment. To maintain consistency,
changes to Section 3.5.1.2 that responds to RAI 152-1642, Question 3.5.1.2-01, are also included
at this time.

Impact on DCD

See Attachment 1 for a mark-up of DCD Tier 2, Section 3.5, Revision 2, changes to be
incorporated:

Replace the last 4 paragraphs (3rd through 6h paragraph) of Tier 2, Section 3.5 with
the following:

The SSCs to be protected from postulated missiles are .identified in the Appendix of RG 1.117,
Tornado Design Classification (Reference 3.5-18), and summarized by the following:

1. The RCPB.

2. Those portions of the MSS and main feedwater system up to and including the outermost
isolation valves.

3. The reactor core and individual fuel assemblies at all times, including during refueling.

4. Systems or portions of systems that are required for (1) attaining safe shutdown; (2)
RHR; (3) cooling the SFP; (4) mitigating the consequences of a tornado-caused steam
line break; (5) primary makeup water system; and (6) supporting the above systems,
such as essential service water, UHS, air supply, EFW, and safety-related ventilation
systems.

5. The SFP, to the extent necessary to preclude significant loss of watertight integrity of the
storage pit, and to prevent missiles from contacting fuel within the pit.

6. The reactivity control systems, e.g., control rod drives and boron system.

7. The MCR, including all equipment needed to maintain the MCR within safe habitability
limits for personnel and safe environmental limits for tornado-protected equipment.

8. Those portions of the gaseous waste management system whose failure due to tornado
effects could result in potential offsite exposures greater than the 25% of the guideline
exposures of 10 CFR 100 using appropriately conservative analytical methods and
assumptions.

9. Systems or portions of systems that are required for monitoring, actuating, and operating
tornado protected portions of systems listed in items 4, 6, 7, and 13.

10. All electric and mechanical devices and circuitry between the process sensors and the
input terminals of the actuator systems involved in generating signals that initiate
protective actions by tornado protected portions of systems listed in items 4, 6, 7, and 13.

11. Those portions of the long-term ECCS that would be required to maintain the plant in a
safe condition for an extended time after a LOCA.
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12. PCCV and other safety related structures, such as the R/B and PS/B, to the extent that
they not collapse, allow perforation by missiles, or generation of secondary missiles, any
of which could cause unacceptable damage to tornado-protected items. However, the
primary containment need not necessarily maintain its leaktight integrity.

13. The Class 1E electric systems, including the auxiliary systems for the onsite electric
power supplies, that provide the emergency electric power needed for the functioning of
plant features included in items 1 through 11 above.

14. Those portions of SSCs whose continued function is not required but whose failure could
reduce to an unacceptable safety level the functional capability of any plant features
included in items 1 through 13 above or could result in incapacitating injury to occupants
of the MCR.

Missiles are postulated to be associated with failures of pressurized high-energy fluid system
components, over-speed failures of rotating machinery (e.g., motor-driven pumps and fans),
explosions within and outside the plant, falling objects, including falling objects resulting from a
non-seismically designed SSC during a seismic event, and by tornados or transportation
accidents external to the plant. This section discusses missile protection for the following sources:

" Internally generated missiles (Outside PCCV)

" Internally generated missiles (Inside PCCV)

" Turbine missiles

" Missiles generated by tornadoes and extreme winds

" Site proximity missiles (Except aircraft)

" Aircraft hazards

Missiles that could prevent SSCs from performing their intended safety functions are considered
statistically significant. Potential missile sources are identified and statistically evaluated in
subsequent subsections using the following methodology:

1. When a potential missile source is identified, the statistical significance of missile
generation is evaluated by a probability analysis. The probability of occurrence (P1) of
generating a missile by any source is not statistically significant if it is less than 107 per
year.

2. When the probability of occurrence, P 1, is greater than 10-7 per year for any potential
missile source, the probability of impact (P2) on a significant target is also determined.
When considering both the probability of missile occurrence and the probability of missile
impact, the missile is not statistically significant if the product of P1 and P 2 is less than
10-7 per year. If the product of P1 and P 2 is greater than 10-7 per year, the probability of
significant damage (P3) is determined.

3. For those cases where the product of P1 and P 2 is greater than 107 per year, the missiles
are evaluated for the probability of significant damage (P3) based on the size, energy,
and trajectory of the postulated missile, and the proximity to any potentially impacted
SSCs. Alternately, an evaluation is performed to determine if sufficient redundancy
remains to achieve and maintain a safe shutdown condition. No additional missile
protection is required if the evaluations determine that the ability to achieve and maintain
safe shutdown is maintained. If the combined probability (PI x P2 x P3) is less than 10T

per year, the potential missile is not considered statistically significant.
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Therefore, factors contributing to missile protection of potentially targeted SSCs is provided by
one or more of the following methods:

" Locating the system or component in a missile-proof structure

* Separating redundant systems or components for the missile path or range

" Providing local shields and barriers for systems and components

* Designing the equipment to withstand the impact of the most damaging missile

" Providing design features to prevent the generation of missiles

" Orienting missile sources to prevent missiles from striking safety-related equipment

* When necessary, missile barriers are designed in accordance with Subsection 3.5.3.

* Replace Subsection 3.5.1.1, including associated subsections, with the following:

3.5.1.1 Internally Generated Missiles (Outside Containment)

Section 3.2 and Section 3.11 list applicable SSCs, their location, seismic category, and quality
group/equipment classifications. General arrangement drawings showing locations of the SSCs
are given in Section 1.2. The following component types have the potential to produce internally-
generated missiles outside the PCCV.

3.5.1.1.1 Items Containing Pressurized High-energy Fluids or Steam

Items forming a pressurized boundary of high-energy fluid or steam may be postulated to have
been damaged, broken pieces could become missiles when propelled by internal pressure or jet
forces.

3.5.1.1.1.1 Piping

For potential missiles originating from piping under high pressure, the probability of occurrence,
P 1, is maintained less than 10- by virtue of the design in accordance with ASME Code, Section III
(Reference 3.5-3), and inspection program in compliance with ASME Code, Section Xl
(Reference 3.5-4). If piping as evaluated in Section 3.6 were to rupture, the pipe is held in place
by its supports. However, the probability of occurrence, P 1, remains less than 107 since the
section remains attached to the remainder of the piping system.

Pressurized high-energy piping systems and components, if not constructed to ASME Code,
Section III criteria (Reference 3.5-3), can be a significant source of missiles (that is, P1 >10-7).
The probability of impact, P2, is therefore also considered. The probability of impact, P 2, is
minimized by locating a potential missile source or potential target outside the zone of postulated
missile strike, by the robust building walls and slabs that are designed for applicable missile
strikes, or the separation of piping systems and components that are missile sources from
potentially impacted SSCs. When evaluating the credibility of missile impact, the product of P1 x
P 2 is less than 10- and therefore non-ASME Code piping systems and components are not
credible missile sources.

For non-high energy fluid systems, the systems have insufficient stored energy to generate a
missile. The probability of missile occurrence, P1, from non-high energy fluid systems is therefore
less than 10".
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15.1.1.1.2 Valves

In the case of postulated damage to threads, the stem (valve stem) will not eject because the
backseat or valve body is larger in diameter than the stem. Therefore, the probability of missile
occurrence, P1, originating from an ejected valve stem is less than 10,7.

In valves with bolted bonnets (covers), bonnets can not be perforated because the remaining
bolts withstand the internal pressure even when one bolt is assumed to have been damaged. In
valves of ANSI 900 Pressure Class and above, valves using bonnet types with a pressure seal
will not perforate because they are pressed by a yoke or retainer ring (cover retaining ring). The
valve design is in accordance with ASME Code, Section III (Reference 3.5-3), and inspected in
accordance with ASME Code, Section XI (Reference 3.5-4). Therefore, the probability of missile
occurrence, P1, originating from a pressure seal-style valve bonnet is less than 10-7.

In valves of threaded bonnets having canopy seals commonly used for ANSI 600 Pressure Class
and below, the bonnets will not perforate due to loose threading, and have a historically low
occurrence of total separation of the bonnet from the valve. Therefore, the probability of missile
occurrence, P1, originating from a threaded valve bonnet is less than 10-7

3.5.1.1.1.3 Pipe Fittings and Appurtenances

For potential missiles originating from pipe fittings and appurtenances under high pressure, the
probability of occurrence, P1, is maintained less than 10-7 for those components whose design is
in accordance with ASME Code, Section III (Reference 3.5-3), and inspection program is in
compliance with ASME Code, Section XI (Reference 3.5-4). Pipe fittings and appurtenances that
may be a high probability of occurrence (that is , pl > 10-7) are further qualified as statistically
insignificant when the probability of missile impact on a critical component, P2, is such that the
product of P, x P2 is less than 10-7. In addition, any postulated missile involving a pipe fitting or
appurtenance is a small mass with a very small probability of significant damage (P3). Therefore,
a combined probability (P1 X P2 X P3) of any postulated missile generated by a pipe fitting or
appurtenance is less than 10-7 per year, and the potential missile is not considered statistically
significant.

3.5A.1.2 High-Speed Rotating Equipment

In general, the probability of occurrence, P1, of rotating equipment is maintained less than 10-7 by
virtue of the equipment design and manufacturing criteria. Justification for a low probability of
occurrence, P1, includes the fact that rotating equipment energized by alternating current power
are governed by the frequency of the power supply. The narrow range of frequency variation for
the alternating current power supply makes it highly unlikely that an overspeed condition of
rotating equipment can occur. While it is postulated that missiles such as a fan blade may occur
at rated speeds, the design of the casing prevents missile penetration. However, in the unlikely
case of a high-speed rotating component penetrating the casing and P, is greater than 1 0-7 , the
probability of impact, P2, is also considered. P2 is minimized by locating a potential missile source
or potential target outside the zone of postulated missile strike, by the robust building walls and
slabs that are designed for applicable missile strikes, or the separation of missile sources from
potentially impacted SSCs. When considering both probability of occurrence and probability of
impact, the product of P, x P2 is less than 10- and therefore high-speed rotating equipment are
not credible missile sources.

Missiles are similarly not postulated from turbine-driven pumps because of the over-speed
prevention system and deliberate quality assurance consideration for the inspection of materials,
design, production, installation, and operation. The probability of occurrence, P1, for turbine-
driven pumps is therefore maintained less than 10-7.
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Missiles are also not postulated from the GTG because of the over-speed prevention system,
deliberate quality assurance considerations in the inspection of materials, design, production,
installation, and operation, and the casing material that prevents penetration. The probability of
occurrence, P 1, for the GTG is therefore maintained less than 10-7.

In the case of non safety-related high-speed rotating pumps, motors with thick casings are
procured to prevent the probability of missile occurrence. Therefore, the probability of missile
occurrence, P1, originating from a non safety-related high-speed rotating pump is less than 107.

In the case of non safety-related high-speed rotating fans, the probability of missile occurrence
may be statistically significant (P1 >10-7). When investigating these components, the probability of
impact, P2, is also evaluated to confirm that the product of P1 x P2 is less than 107. The
probability of impact, P 2, is minimized by locating a potential missile source or potential target
outside the zone of postulated missile strike, by the robust building walls and slabs that are
designed for applicable missile strikes, and/or the separation of the rotating equipment that is a
missile source from potentially impacted SSCs. Therefore, high-speed rotating fans are not a
credible missile source since the product of P, x P 2 is less than 107 .

Refer to Subsection 3.5.1.3 for discussion of turbine and turbine rotor missiles.

3.5.1.1.3 Gas or Pressurized Cylinder Explosion

Protective measures are taken as recommended by NUREG/CR-3551 (Reference 3.5-19),
including procedures, analysis, and design details, to mitigate pressurized gas cylinders/bottles
from generating or becoming a missile. Design features which resist the formation of missiles
from a pressurized gas cylinder/bottle include the fabrication from rolled thick-wall steel material,
and a steel collar at the neck of the bottle to protect the sensitive valve and other critical parts. In
addition, the pressurized cylinders are oriented vertically with the bottle pointed towards the
concrete slab roof in storage racks restrained in accordance with seismic Category II
requirements. Therefore, the product of the probability of occurrence, P1, and the probability of
impacting a significant target, P 2, is less than 10-7.

Battery compartments are ventilated to prevent the concentration of hydrogen. The hydrogen
supply system and gas bottles are installed in a compartment independent of safety-related
structures, and ventilation is provided to .prevent the concentration of hydrogen. The probability of
occurrence, P1 , for a gas explosion in battery compartments is therefore maintained less than 107.

3.5.1.1.4 Gravitational Missiles

3.5.1.1.4.1 Crane Drop of Heavy Loads

As defined in ASME NOG-1 (Reference 3.5-5), a critical load is any lifted load whose uncontrolled
movement or release could adversely affect any safety-related SSC when such a SSC is required
for plant safety or could result in potential offsite exposure in excess of 10 CFR 100 limits.

Type I cranes are defined by ASME NOG-1 (Reference 3.5-5) as those used to handle critical
loads. In accordance with ASME NOG-1, Type I cranes are designed to remain in place and are
equipped with single failure-proof features to prevent load drops.

Refer to Subsection 9.1.5.1 for further discussion on the design bases for a postulated load drop
by the overhead heavy load handling system of the US-APWR.

Additionally, cranes are designed to prevent diversion and derailment. Drop prevention design is
also employed based on earthquake design criteria. Therefore, load drops and derailment of
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cranes do not represent credible sources of missiles that would jeopardize safety-related SSCs.
Therefore, the probability of occurrence, P 1, of missiles generated by a gravity load crane drop is
less than 10-7.

3.5.1.1.4.2 Falling Objects Resulting from Non-Seismic SSCs During Seismic Event

Seismic Category II SSCs are defined as not essential for the safe shutdown of the plant, and
need not remain functional during and after a SSE. However, such structures and subsystems
must not fall or displace excessively where it could damage any seismic Category I SSCs.
Therefore, any SSCs with the potential to cause damage to safety-related SSCs are analyzed
and designed using the same methods and stress limits specified for seismic Category I SSCs.
No non-seismic SSCs are permitted that could possibly affect the ability of the plant to achieve
and maintain safe shutdown, and to maintain offsite radiological dose/concentration levels within
defined limits. In addition, seismic Category I SSCs are not permitted in non-seismic areas and
are therefore not impacted by falling objects during a seismic event. Therefore, the product of the
probability of occurrence, P 1, and the probability of significant impact, P 2, of non-seismic SSCs
missiles striking seismic Category I SSCs is maintained as less than 10-7.

3.5.1.1.4.3 Secondary Missiles Caused by a Falling Object Striking a High-Energy
System

Falling objects impacting a high-energy system or other surfaces may have the ability to generate
secondary missiles. Falling objects are postulated to occur by either a crane drop of heavy load,
or resulting from a non-seismic SSC during a seismic event. As described in the preceding
paragraphs, these missiles sources are not credible, and no secondary missiles from these
sources are capable of occurring. The probability of occurrence, P 1, is therefore inherently less
than 10-7.

0 Replace Subsection 3.5.1.2, including associated subsections, with the following:

3.5.1.2 Internally Generated Missiles (Inside Containment)

Section 3.2 and Section 3.11 list applicable SSCs, their location, seismic category, and quality
group/equipment classifications. General arrangement drawings showing locations of the SSCs
are given in Section 1.2. The following component types have the potential to produce internally-
generated missiles inside the PCCV.

3.5.1.2.1 Items Containing Pressurized High-energy Fluids or Steam

Subsection 3.5.1.1.1 discusses items containing pressurized high-energy fluids or steam outside
containment. Conclusions relating to statistical significance of postulated missiles also apply to
similar items containing pressurized high-energy fluids or steam inside containment. Pressurized
items unique to inside containment are discussed as follows.

Inside the PCCV, postulated missiles originating from unique pressurized high-energy items such
as the RV and associated fittings, SG, reactor coolant pump (RCP), pressurizer, and RCPB
piping during normal operation are not considered credible due to ASME Code Section III
(Reference 3.5-3) and Section Xl (Reference 3.5-4) criteria controlling quality from production
through operation, material characteristics, design strengths, and the preservice and inservice
inspections. Additional assurances to prevent generation of missiles are provided by prudent
operation of the system. The probability of missile occurrence from pressurized high energy items
inside containment, P1, is therefore less than 10-7.
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Additionally, postulated missiles in the form of a piece of the CRDM housing or a control rod
ejected rapidly from the core is not considered credible. In addition to a low probability of
occurrence similar to the RV, the following assurances specific to the CRDMs maintain a low
probability of occurrence, P1, and low probability of impact, P2, provided by:

• Shop hydro-testing in excess of 125% of system design pressure.

" Hydro-testing of housings to 125% of system design pressure after they are installed on
the RV to the head adapters. Housings are also tested during hydro-testing of the
completed RCS.

• Housings are made of materials with excellent notch toughness.

" Stress levels in the mechanism are not affected by system thermal transients at power or
by thermal movement of the reactor coolant loops.

• The welds in the pressure boundary of the CRDM satisfy ASME Code, Section III
(Reference 3.5-3) requirements for design, procedure, examination, and inspection.

" A control rod ejection is considered in the safety analyses in Chapter 15, and the design
transients in Subsection 3.9.1.1.

Therefore, the product of probability of missile occurrence, P 1, and probability of impact, P 2, is
less than 10-7 for pressurized high energy items inside containment.

3.5.1.2.2 High-Speed Rotating Equipment

Subsection 3.5.1.1.2 discusses high-speed rotating equipment. Conclusions relating to statistical
significance of postulated missiles also apply to similar high-speed rotating equipment inside
containment. In addition, the RCP is an item unique to inside containment. The RCP and
associated flywheel is designed to prevent the probability of missile occurrence by quality control,
inservice inspection, and continuous monitoring for shaft vibration. The maximum allowable
rotating speed in terms of the strength of the flywheel is sufficiently higher than the maximum
rotating speed of the motor postulated at the plant, and the soundness of the flywheel is
maintained. Therefore, the probability of missile occurrence from high-speed rotating equipment
inside containment, P1, is less than 107.

3.5.1.2.3 Gas or Pressurized Cylinder Explosion

Conclusions relating to statistical significance of postulated missiles due to gas or pressurized
cylinder explosion also apply inside containment. By an analysis similar to that in Subsection
3.5.1.1.3, it is concluded that no items have the capability of generating potential missiles related
to a gas or pressurized cylinder explosion inside the containment. Therefore, the product of the
probability of occurrence, P 1, and the probability of impacting a significant target, P 2, is less than
10-7.

3.5.1.2.4 Gravitational Missiles

Subsection 3.5.1.1.4 discusses gravitational missiles, including crane drop of heavy loads,
falling objects resulting from non-seismic SSCs during seismic event, and secondary missiles
caused by a falling object striking a high-energy system. Conclusions relating to statistical
significance of these postulated missiles also apply to similar potential gravitational missiles
inside containment. Therefore, the probability of missile occurrence, P1 , or the product of P , and
the probability of impacting a significant target, P2, is less than 10-7.
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In addition, the COL Applicant is to prepare plant procedures that specify equipment required for
maintenance or undergoing maintenance is to be removed from containment prior to operation,
moved to a location where it is not a potential hazard to SSCs important to safety, or seismically
restrained to prevent it from becoming a missile.

Impact on COLA

There is no impact on COLA.

Imp-act on PRA

There is no impact on PRA.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

112812009

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 127-1641 REVISION 0

SRP SECTION: 03.05.01.01 - Internally Generated Missiles (Outside
Containment)

APPLICATION SECTION: 03.05.01.01

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 12/16/08

QUESTION NO. : RAI 3.5.1.1-02

10 CFR 52.47(b) (1) requires that a DC application contain, "The proposed inspections, tests,
analyses, and acceptance criteria (ITAAC) that are necessary and sufficient to provide
reasonable assurance that, if the inspections, tests, and analyses are performed and the
acceptance criteria met, a facility that incorporates the design certification has been constructed
and will be operated in conformity with the design certification, the provisions of the (Atomic
Energy) Act, and the Commission's rules and regulations."

US-APWR DCD Tier 2, Revision 1, Section 3.5.1.1, describes the approach to identify potential
missiles, determine the potential credible and not credible missiles, and provide measures for
SSCs requiring protection against the effects of missiles outside containment. However, DCD Tier
1 Chapter 2.0, "Design Descriptions and ITAAC," does not contain an ITAAC to verify that SSCs
outside containment are designed and constructed in accordance with the requirements as
described in DCD Tier 2 Section 3.5.1.1 to prevent or mitigate the effects of internally generated
missiles outside containment.

Provide an ITAAC that requires COL applicant to perform a walk-down of the SSCs to ensure that
SSCs described in the above cited section are protected from internally generated missiles
(outside containment) in accordance with the requirements as described in DCD Tier 2 Section
3.5.1.1. Also, the DCD needs to identify which of the SSCs are outside and which of the SSCs
are inside the containment. Include this information in the DCD and provide a markup in your
response.

ANSWER:

DCD Tier 1, Subsection 2.2.2 discusses protection against hazards. DCD Tier 1, Subsection
2.2.2.5 will be added in DCD Revision 2 to discuss protection of safety-related SSCs against
credible missiles from internal sources inside and outside the containment. An ITAAC will also be
provided in DCD Tier 1, Table 2.2-4, to verify that SSCs inside and outside the containment are
protected from credible missiles.
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As stated by Section 3.5 of DCD Tier 2, Revision 1, Section 3.2 and Section 3.11 list applicable
SSCs, their location, seismic category, and quality group/equipment classifications. General
arrangement drawings showing locations of the SSCs are given in Section 1.2. This information
will be moved from Section 3.5 to Subsections 3.5.1.1 and 3.5.1.2 for applicability based on the
location of the SSCs.

Impact on DCD

See Attachment 2 for a mark-up of DCD Tier 1, Section 2.2, Revision 2 changes to be
incorporated:

0 Insert the following DCD Tier I Subsection 2.2.2.5 in it's entirety:

2.2.2.5 Internally Generated Missiles (Inside and Outside Containment)

Factors contributing to missile protection of potentially targeted SSCs is provided by one or
more of the following methods:

" Locating the system or component in a missile-proof structure

" Separating redundant systems or components for the missile path or range

" Providing local shields and barriers for systems and components

" Designing the equipment to withstand the impact of the most damaging missile

• Providing design features to prevent the generation of missiles

• Orienting missile sources to prevent missiles from striking safety-related equipment

* Missile .barriers are designed if the ability to achieve and maintain safe shutdown is
not determined.

Table 2.2-4 provide the ITAAC requirements and acceptance criteria for SSCs that require
physical missile protection from any credible internal missiles inside and outside the
containment.

0 Insert the following row at the end of Tier I Table 2.2-4 (Sheet 3 of 3):

19. Safety-related SSCs are 19. An inspection will be 19. Primary missile protection
protected from any performed to verify as-built is provided by locating
credible internal missile locations of safety-related missile sources behind
sources inside and outside SSCs are protected from concrete walls and floors,
the containment, potential impact by and/or locating safety-

credible internal missiles. related SSCs outside the
zones of credible missile
strikes.

DCD Tier 2, Subsection 3.5.1.1 is to be re-formatted during DCD Revision 2 as part of
the response to RAI 127-1641, Question 3.5.1.1-01. As part of the subsection re-
formatting, information regarding identification of SSCs outside and inside containment
will be moved from Section 3.5 to Subsections 3.5.1.1 and 3.5.1.2.

Impact on COLA
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There is no impact on COLA.

Impact on PRA

There is no impact on PRA.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

1/28/2009

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 127-1641 REVISION 0

SRP SECTION: 03.05.01.01 - Internally Generated Missiles (Outside
Containment)

APPLICATION SECTION: 03.05.01.01

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 12/16/08

QUESTION NO. : RAI 3.5.1.1-03

SRP 3.5.1.1, Section III, Items 4 and 5 require the applicant to address the procedures, analysis,
and design to ensure that pressurized gas bottles will not become missiles capable of damaging
SSCs important to safety to the extent that safety related functions are compromised. Portable
compressed gas cylinders located/stored outside containment pose a significant missile hazard if
not properly controlled. US-APWR DCD Tier 2, Revision 1, Section 3.5.1.1.2.1, describes the
installation and storage of the hydrogen supply system and gas bottles to prevent the buildup of
hydrogen concentrations to explosive levels, thereby preventing a gas explosion that could result
in missile generation. However, the DCD does not provide any procedures, analysis or design
details to ensure that pressurized gas cylinders will not become/generate missiles that may
adversely impact safety-related SSCs during seismic events.

Revise DCD Tier 2, Section 3.5.1.1 to describe in detail any design features for missile protection
from pressurized gas cylinders and revise Tier 2, Chapter 1, Table 1.8-2, "Compilation of All
Combined License Applicant Items for Chapters 1-19," to include a COL information item which
requires the COL applicant to establish/provide procedures to ensure that portable pressurized
gas cylinders located/stored outside containment will not become/generate missiles that may
adversely impact safety-related SSCs during seismic events. Include this information in the DCD
and provide a markup in your response.

ANSWER:

DCD Tier 2, Subsection 3.5.1.1 is to be re-formatted in Subsection 3.5.1.1 during DCD Revision 2
as part of the response to RAI 127-1641, Question 3.5.1.1-01.

As part of the re-formatting, DCD Tier 2, Revision 2, Subsection 3.5.1.1.3 will add pressurized
gas cylinders/bottles as potential sources of missiles. Protective measures are taken as
recommended by NUREG/CR-3551 (Reference 3.5-19), including procedures, analysis, and
design details, to mitigate pressurized gas cylinders/bottles from generating or becoming a
missile. Design features to preclude the generation of a missile include the fabrication from rolled
thick-wall steel material, a steel collar at the neck of the bottle to protect the sensitive valve and
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other critical parts. In addition, the pressurized cylinders will be oriented vertically with the neck
of the bottle directed towards the concrete slab roof, and in storage racks restrained in
accordance with seismic Category II requirements. As a result, the product of the probability of
occurrence, P1, and the probability of impacting a significant target, P2, is less than 10-7.

The features of a pressurized gas cylinder/bottle to mitigate the cylinder from becoming a missile
are provided through standard plant criteria, thereby eliminating the necessity to specify on a site-
specific basis. Therefore, it is not necessary for a COL information item to be added to require
the COL Applicant to establish/provide procedures to ensure that portable pressurized gas
cylinders located/stored outside containment will not become/generate missiles that may
adversely impact safety-related SSCs during seismic events.

Impact on DCD

See Attachment 1 for a mark-up of DCD Tier 2, Section 3.5, Revision 2, changes to be
incorporated:

DCD Tier 2, Subsection 3.5.1.1 is to be re-formatted during DCD Revision 2 as part of
the response to RAI 127-1641, Question 3.5.1.1-01. As part of the re-formatting, DCD
Tier 2, Revision 2, Subsection 3.5.1.1.3 will add pressurized gas cylinders/bottles as
potential sources of missiles.

Impact on COLA

There is no impact on COLA.

Impact on PRA

There is no impact on PRA.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

1128/2009

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 127-1641 REVISION 0

SRP SECTION: 03.06.01.01 - Internally Generated Missiles (Outside
Containment)

APPLICATION SECTION: 03.05.01.01

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 12/16/08

QUESTION NO.: RAI 3.5.1.1-04

With regard to unsecured maintenance equipment, DCD Tier 2, Revision 1, Section 3.5.1.1.2.1
specifies a COL action item that requires the applicant to address implementation of procedures
to remove unsecured maintenance equipment from containment prior to operations, to a location
where it is not potential hazard to SSCs important to safety or seismically restrained to prevent it
from becoming a missile. This COL action item is also specified in Chapter 1, Table 1.8-2 of the
Tier 2 DCD. However, there is not specified a COL action item to address implementation of
procedures to remove unsecured maintenance equipment located/stored outside containment
prior to operations.

Provide an assessment of potential gravitational missiles generated outside containment from
unsecured maintenance equipment and discuss the measures provided to prevent the impact of a
falling object on safety-related equipment necessary to achieve a safe shutdown. Also revise
DCD Tier 2, Chapter 1, Table 1.8-2 to include a COL action item which requires the COL
applicant to establish/provide procedures to ensure that unsecured maintenance equipment
(outside containment) must be removed prior to operations to prevent those items from becoming
missiles during seismic events. Include this information in the DCD and provide a markup in your
response.

ANSWER:

DCD Tier 2, Subsection 3.5.1.1.2.1 is to be re-formatted in Subsection 3.5.1.1 during DCD
Revision 2 as part of the response to RAI 127-1641, Question 3.5.1.1-01.

Due to the similarity of criteria for the selection and prevention of missiles, the subject of DCD
Tier 2, Subsection 3.5.1.2, applicable to internally generated missiles inside containment, referred
to Subsection 3.5.1.1, titled "Internally Generated Missiles (Outside Containment)." SRP 3.5.1.1
does not contain requirements for procedural controls of unsecured maintenance equipment
outside of containment, and the discussion in Subsection 3.5.1.1.2.1 therefore intentionally limits
the applicability of unsecured maintenance equipment to inside containment.
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The requirement for procedural control was added as documented by Integrated Impact #535 to
SRP 3.5.1.2, Revision 3 draft. The Integrated Impact specifies to remove unsecured maintenance
equipment from containment prior to operations, to move to a location where it is not a potential
hazard to SSCs important to safety, or to seismically restrain to prevent it -from becoming a
missile addresses the issues discussed in NRC Information Notice (IN) 80-21. In addition, the
scope limitation of inside containment is consistent with staff guidance documented in
Subsections 3.5.1.1 and 3.5.1.2 of the Advanced Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR) Final Safety
Evaluation Report (FSER). Therefore, a COL action item is not applicable to require the COL
applicant to establish/provide procedures to ensure that unsecured maintenance equipment
(outside containment) must be removed prior to operations to prevent those items from becoming
missiles during seismic events.

To clarify the scope of unsecured maintenance equipment is limited to inside containment,
reference to those components which are not potential missiles outside containment will be
moved from Subsection 3.5.1.1 to Subsection 3.5.1.2.

Impact on DCD

See Attachment 1 for a mark-up of DCD Tier 2, Section 3.5, Revision 2, changes to be
incorporated:

* DCD Tier 2, Subsection 3.5.1.1.2.1 is to be re-formatted in Subsection 3.5.1.1 during
DCD Revision 2 as part of the response to RAI 127-1641, Question 3.5.1.1-01. As part of
the re-formatting, Item 4.d in Subsection 3.5.1.1.2.1 of DCD Revision 1, is deleted in its
entirety.

" As part of the response to RAI 152-1642, Question 3.5.1.2-01 and as reflected in
response to RAI 127-1641, DCD Tier 2, Subsection 3.5.1.2 is to be re-formatted during
DCD Revision 2, which includes in Subsection 3.5.1.2.4 the scope of unsecured
maintenance equipment inside containment.

Impact on COLA

" Change "3.5.1.1.2.1 Missiles Not Considered Credible" to
"3.5.1.2.4 Gravitational Missiles".

* Change the first sentence in new Subsection 3.5.1.2.4: "Replace the last paragraph of
DCD Subsection 3.5.1.1.2.1 with the following." to "Replace the last paragraph of DCD
Subsection 3.5.1.2.4 with the following."

" Change the 2 nd line in item 3.5(1) of Subsection 3.5.4 to the following: "This COL item is
addressed in Subsection 3.5.1.2.4."

Impact on PRA

There is no impact on PRA.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

1/28/2009

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 127-1641 REVISION 0

SRP SECTION: 03.05.01.01 - Internally Generated Missiles (Outside
Containment)

APPLICATION SECTION: 03.05.01.01

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 12/16/08

QUESTION NO.: RAI 3.5.1.1-05

US-APWR DCD Tier 2, Revision 1, Section 3.5.1.1, "Internally Generated Missiles (Outside
Containment)," stated that the following components also have the potential to produce missiles:

* Reactor vessel

* Control rod drive mechanism

* Fittings of reactor vessel

It is not clear to the staff how the above cited components located inside the containment would
become potential sources of missiles outside the containment. Therefore, provide detailed
discussion to demonstrate that the above cited components would become potential sources of
missiles outside the containment. Include this information in the DCD and provide a markup in
your response.

ANSWER:

Due to the similarity of criteria for the selection and prevention of missiles, discussion in DCD Tier
2, Revision 1, Subsection 3.5.1.2, relating to internally generated missiles inside containment,
refers to Subsection 3.5.1.1.

The reactor vessel (RV), control rod drive mechanism (CRDM), and fittings of the RV are listed in
Subsection 3.5.1.1 as examples of components containing high-energy fluids that have the
potential to produce missiles. However, the identification as an example of potential missiles from
components containing high-energy fluids is not intended to imply these therefore become missile
sources endangering safety-related SSCs outside containment.

DCD Tier 2, Subsection 3.5.1.1 is to be re-formatted during DCD Revision 2 as part of the
response to RAI 127-1641, Question 3.5.1.1-01. As part of the re-formatting, reference to items
unique to inside containment and therefore are not potential missiles outside containment will be
moved from Subsection 3.5.1.1 to Subsection 3.5.1.2.1.
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Impact on DCD

See Attachment 1 for a mark-up of DCD Tier 2, Section 3.5, Revision 2, changes to be
incorporated:

" DCD Tier 2, Subsection 3.5.1.1 is to be re-formatted during DCD Revision 2 as part of
the response to RAI 127-1641, Question 3.5.1.1-01. As part of the re-formatting,
reference to items unique to inside containment and therefore are not potential missiles
outside containment will be moved from Subsection 3.5.1.1 to Subsection 3.5.1.2.1.

" To maintain consistency, changes to Section 3.5.1.2 that responds to RAI 152-1642,
Question 3.5.1.2-01, are also included at this time. As part of the re-formatting,
Subsection 3.5.1.2.1 refers to Subsection 3.5.1.1.1 for conclusions relating to similar
items inside containment.

Impact on COLA

There is no impact on COLA.

Impact on PRA

There is no impact on PRA.

This completes MHI's responses to the NRC's questions.
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3. DESIGN OF STRUCTURES,.
SYSTEMS, COMPONENTS, AND EQUIPMENT

US-APWR Design Control Document

ATTACHMENT'. I
3.5 Missile Protection 'to RAI 127-1641

GDC 4,of Appendix A to 10 CFR.50 (Reference 3.5-1) requires safety-,related SSCs to
be protected: from the effects .of missiles. This includes::all SSCs within containment:and
the containment itself. The :containment is defined for:the US-APWRý as: the PCCV. In
addition, GDC 2 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50j(Reference 3.5-1) also requires that safety-
related SSCs be designed to withstand the effects of natural phenomena, which includes
missiles potentially generated by tornadoes and hurricanes and similar extreme winds.

In.accordance with GDC 2 and GDC 4 of 10 CFR 50i the safety-related areas.of the
US-APWR ,contain SSCs that provide the capability to safely shut: down the reactor and
maintain itfin:a safe-shutdown' condition while: also protecting the: integrity of the RCPB
and maintaining offsite radiological dose/concentration levels within the' limits defined in
10 CFR 100 (Reference:3.5-2).

M*Isilos mybgnrt by, pressurizedco•:mponents, rotatingl ma'hin-, explosions
within; the plant, fa!ingh objects, OMd by Wo~dos or transpbOati acci dlents 64400; t

mhpat. Thir, section discusrses missile9 poFtection f6r tho following sOurces..

* Inomaly gneraed issileG (InsGide PGCV4
,Tu-rbine mi•ssilo
• Mi•cilos•donoratod by" tornadoes an~d oxtromo "winds

* Sie poxiity issles(Except aircrat),

lMiGsile-protection is achievedthogthfloincrtra

Safety related S- r rtco rmmsio to:achioVe ian maintain ,saf
shutdown 4tof heplant,,and pontasnfintrlseof radipoaiiy.*

Eing1e aCtiVo comApcnont failuro6 iO considcroOfd in systemsp Used to mitigate the
consequences of the pGctUlatd missile9 impact And achieve Ia sa-fe-shutdown
con4dition. Only Safty. related syst6Fsare sue for safe shutdo6Wn coincen

wit a ingleactve failure a!0thbugýhnon safo" rolatod systems- areavalbet
WPPoA safe shutdJown if. theyare not affected by the. misil.

-Missail Or postulated to occr.4as a result of a cingla failure.of a reteption
mechanism, unless the generationwof missile i6 shown as noet cr-edible. Uneated
fAiluro Of tWo reeto ehnsm sntpsued I to g9eneat smltneu

*Asnl activ componentIý failur need not be considered inR the rema-inin

. . .. . ... . . . . . :: . ... t . .i. ... - - - ...

., .,•,,,,•. rp. ". v' ,.Pn .f.f,,,. fl T.fl,''ffl. Inf,,,o.**.~.. .. .. . . ... - - -,,,. .... ....... .
lrl',•j S111 a | ?% oe "•ý1'1•I~t•' I-i zl--il - lt-/l [- t2 l-l3, 1,1,Mn 1, e% 4-111AF-A is N ibi n

in one Of two OF. more. r.edundant t...n.. of a dual purpose .safety i.6lt6d flud
system desino tosismi cateqer; I taindards; and pOWered fremobithoronGt
er oft souces
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3,.D-ESIGN4 OF STRUCTURE A T C M N Design Conto Doumn•SYSTEM S , COM PON ENTS,. .. .. Do um n11 to PAlI 1.27-'1641

*A Postulaed missie f.From theA RCS ismtgtod to prvnt os ofitgr, oth

A postulatdwd m- i .il- fromlany. ystem otherltham the RGS is mitigatedp tolprvent

A phostlated missile, eept for tornadb events, doesIno•t ocur • o t. with
otherMO plnt acc-ident or- soevere natual phenomena.l
In thel event of a postultd m~issile that rocltg in a trip of the turbine generatr
(TPO); offite power Is, aSSUme 9d to; be. wnava il able.A

The SSCs "urdbe protect d fro m postulated miss iles intide Apnd Outside:
continmet ar di6cussd 'in this section; For thes sytems, Section 3.2 an# SkAcion

3.11 list appliciable SS5Cc, their !Gcation sos iccteger',, and qua1ity groquplequipmen
1,slassificin. nrarrng tdrawiongR e wirenc 3o5-t18n ano the SSmmrire giVy anh

in SOctin-AI.-2.

Misil prtetion for -SSG6ipotntt safety is,,ade~quate, if provided, by onep or M meeo

tefollowing; mtos

i gh ystem 6r COMPonent in ahi iP pr u

-Separating redundant syStems or cOMpOnents for the miOil pahorOrng

- Poviin loalshild and- bal~ior fo4 sytm ad mpenont

2 Designinge ptie qipmfet o withMsand the impac to of cd the rdamagig missile

P.rolin des.ignfatures to prevent the generation Of Micsi!os

* Oienin missile source tprvnt m~issiles from stokikig. eipentimportantt

The: SSCs to be rotectnd from postulated Missiles are identified in the Appendix of RG
1.117. Tornado ýDesign Classification (Reference 3.5A18). and summarized by, :the
following:

1.The RCP8.

2. Those, portions of 'the MSS :and MFW .S up to and including the outer Imost
is~olation valves.

3. The reactor core' and individual fuel assembblies at all timnes, including dunina,
refueling.

4. LSystems:i or portions of systems that are required for (1) attaining safe shutdown;
(2) RHR.: (3) cooliNq the SFP: (4) mitigqatingthe consequences: of a tornado-
caused steam line break: (5) primary makeup water system: and (6) supporting
the above systems. such as essential service water. :UHS, ýair supply. EFW. and
safety-related ventilation systems.

5. The SFP., to :the, extent necessary to preclude significant: loss of watertight
inte-grity of the storage pit and to, prevenf missiles from contacting fuel within the

Tir2it, Rvsin4

Tier 2 3.5-2 Revis~ion 121.



3., DESIGN OFSTRU.CTURf ATAHE 1 ý.. DehnbtirO!.D°oumentSYSTEMVS,. COMPONENTS•,I to. RA 1.. V...-1.....4.1

6. The reactivity control systems, :e.q., control rod drives and boron :system.

7. The MCR, including ýall equipment needed to maintain the MCR within safe
habitability limits for personnel ýand safe environmental limits for tornado-
protected equipment.

8. Those portions of the gaseous-:'waste manaaement system whose failure due: to
tornado effects could resultfin potential .offsite exposures greater thanthe 25% of
the -guideline exposures of 10 CFR 100 usinq appropriately conservative
analytical methods and assumptions.

9. S.Vstems::or portions of systems that are required for monitorng., actuating., and
operating tornado protected portionsm of systems listed: in items 4. 6. 7. and 13.

10. All electric and mechanical devices :and circuitry between"the process sensors
and the input terminals of the actuator systems involved in generating siqnals
that initiate protective actions by tornado protected portions of systems listed in
items 4. 6, . and: 13.

11. Those portions of the long-term ECCS that would be required to maintain the
plant in :a safe condition for an extended time after a LOCA.

12. PCCV and other safety-related structures, such as the R/B and PS/B, to the
extent that they not collapse, allow perforation by missiles, or generation of
secondary missiles, any of which could cause unacceptable damage to tornado-
protected :items. However,. the primary containment need not necessarily
maintain: its leaktight intecqrity.

13.The Class 1 E electric systems, including the auxiliary systems for the onsite
electric power supplies, that: provide the emergency electric power needed for the
functioning of plant features included in itemsr: 1throuah 11 above.

14. Those portions of SSCs whose continued function is not required but whose
failure:could:.:reduce to an unacceptable;safety level the. functional capability of
any plant features included in items 1 through 13 above or could result in
incapacitating iniuryvto occupants! of the: MCR.

Missiles are postulated to be:associated with failures of pressurized:high-energy fluid
system components .oveb-speed failures of rotating machinery (e.g.. motor-driven
pumps and fans), explosions:within and outside.the plant, falling obiects, including falling
obiects resulting from a non-seismicallywdesigned SSC during a seismic'event, and by
tornados or transportation accidents external to the plant. This section discusses missile
protection for the following sources:

I Internally generated missiles (Outside PCCV)

• Internally generated missiles (Inside PCCV)

" Turbine missiles

• Missiles generated by tornadoes 'and extreme winds:

" Site proximity missiles (Except aircraft)

Tier 2 3.5-3 Revision 42



3.. DESIGN OF STRUCTURES, US-APWR Design. Control DocumentSYSTEMS,, COMPONENTSi AVAHEN

.. Aircraft: hazards' to -RA1.127-1641

Missiles that could prevent SSCs from: performing their intended safety functions may ýbe:
statistically significant, Potential missile sources are identified and statistically evaluated
in ýsubsequentsubsec6tions usina the following methodology:

1. :When a! potential missile source is identified, the statistical siqnificance:of missile-generation is evaluated by a probability analysis. The probability of occurrence:
(P) of qeneratin a :minsile by anyvsource is nottstatitically si*nificant if it is less:
.than 10 " per year.

2. When the probability of occurrence. P, is greater than :10i7 per year for-any
potential: missile source, the probability of impactt 6P(')on a siqnificaht target isi
also determined. :When considering both :the: probability of missile• occurrence
and: the probability of missile impact, the .missile is not statistically significant if
the produCt of P1 and Pj is less than 10-7 per year. If the product of P1 and P2 is

greater than 10'7 per year, the probability of sigqnificant damage (P3) is
.determined.

3.1 For those cases where the product of P1 and P, is greater than :10*7 Per year, the
missiles are evaluated for the probability of significant damage (ýP) based on the:
size, energy, and traiectory of the postulated missile, and the proximity to any
potentially impacted SSCs. Alternately, an evaluation is performed to determine if
sufficient redundancy remains to achieve and maintain a Safe shutdown
condition. No: additionalmmissile protection is required: if the evaluations determine
that the ability to achieve and maintain safe shutdown. is: maintained. If :the
cormbined probability' (P1 :x" P, x P3j)is less than 10., per year, the potential missile,
is not considered statistically significant..

Therefore, factors contributing to missile protection ýof potentially targeted SSCs is:
provided by one:or more of :the folloWing methods:

, Locatnqithe system or component in a missile-proof structure

* Separating redundant systems orcomponents for the missile path or range

* Providing local shields and barriers for systems and:components:

, Desinihnq the equipment to withstand the impact of the: most damaging missile

SPFroviding :ýdesign ýfeatures to prevent the generation ofnmissiles

, Orienting :missile. sources to prevent missiles from strikinq safety-related
equipment

* When necessary, missile:barriers are designed in accordance with Subsection
3.5.3.

3.5.1 Missile Selection and Description
3.5..1: Internally:Generated Missiles (Outside Containment)

,I, posotulated to be a•otad With .failur. of hi.h onr.gy fluid systm
omponets, o04r speed failuresorttigcmnnt(egoordvo pumops n

fans), oxp eion AihNA thP pOant, and gra':itatiGonal Misgiloc, icuigflln bet
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3. DESIGROF.STRUCTUO VR:. Design Control Document
SYSTMS,.OMPOENT• ATTACHMENT 1. .... .. ...... .SY TE S ..... .. .. .. to RAI127-"!641!

r..ultin.g .4ro -. .On •i.mically designed SC duing i i vent. The dei
-bases considepr foa-turos. for tho c4ontned 6afe oeaino htondrn l
oporating con~djitions oporational transient6,, and potuatedacident cOndittioneps.1

Thofolowig omponhent h446 th oet orprduce miSrsiles:.

U I t asn ,I~•-••~-ilning high energy fluids

n cigh. enrgy.:fuid is as.um.ed to have boon dam.aged
brokn pices ould beGGome9 mnis6SilsWhen; proGplled by internall prossur or jet

fonrc.g~r Potential gou rce of mnissiles include theq fQlloWinQ:

t-~v itvnonvmeus wirn pressure vessoii

Valvpes, nldn eifvle
• o €"r.-G R'lM ..1

HttIflOE o~.t~v or moot {orascurizor nocior or insirumern _".:;

#9 High hpegd rotetin equipment aGU

have oon amaged, missilea are. possibly produced When the rotating; OnrOgy4i
.convodod into translational motion Onorgy. Potential sours f i 'i

, T (discussed inSurbsection 3.6.3)
* Turbine~ driven. pump•

*O Moo driven ' '"• - robtin..g""' P equipment'!

t Gas turbin genertor (GTG) •

•.- .• ,•..,•., v• ,,e sleeI,,vs

If any gos explosion is• .es
using, ! OFrig or prducin

Uimea ;o nave, ocG
6)WloSivo Qa~ses

wrerod due to af lok fr.m iafac.-iit

inclujdinghydroenR missiles ould

4. Gr~aviational Missiles

Objects. accOWorato by grvttoall fQrcc create the potentia Wo missl
impacs fro t~he following sourceS:.

SCrane drFop of heat' loads

Socondar; missilers cauczed by a falling object striking a high enrgFy 6ystem

SUnscuredmainenanc equpmen
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3. DESIGN OF.STRUCTURE
SYSTEMS,.COMPONENTS,

Missile hazards Wr6 minimihze_
b y the FArrfAngemet 6f ctructW

relaed S~QForbY the pr
Subsoction s...5.3, For thc e

I

ATTACHMENT1. t Design C;ontron Document,to. RAI 12741641

d. o0 elimninated though4 thepope I- 0ion o4 oqoipoFAth,
iroc and gup ntutiot O zn f influene ofca~fety-
ovi~i9n of Mi4664le barriers designed in accordanooAw~ith
cAAAA Whero A"limiAtio oRf missile hAzard iW impractic6al,

:r M I M A R, A m . . ... . .... . . .

posulaed isile an th poxiitytoany potBRUtIay impated SSCs. Alternateya
eawluatiion isprfomdt determine sif fficient reodundancy remains to achiovo and

~ainta in A- saeshtow onIOnCO. A1o adiioa sil rtoction is required ifth
evaluations deter-mine that tho ability to achiove po#4maintain safe shutdown0 is
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s•rrouding housings.
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have qualor geater design strength. than the base mnetal.

,.5.1.1•.2.. M is N . ot C I on"cidr-' r od Me,

Tho followigpteta msie from- internal source outeide, the containment are
discuse toM clarifyI whGhyaentceil isl ourcs

1. Items -ontaining hgh:energ fluid.S

Missile originating, frm piping underhigh pressure duringno.. al operation are
no t.confidered credible due toASME Ceod, Sectlion III (Refeýrqen435 3) and
Sectio Al (R efeFr~ene3.5. 1)R crteia control. li .ng quality rOmn production through

incese ispections. Frmq non high energy fluid Osysem~s, the systemshav
insffiien stredenegyto gener-ate a missile..
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In ta prssuized pwtien of thcý valves in high onrg piinmisgilos areO not
aonsidered crodibloý duo to the4 "ASM Cede, Section Ill (Rernc -. 3) - and
Section A (Refer-ence 3.5 4) criteria conGtro!Iing Cquality fromA production through
ýoporatien, dersign strengths, and the. przr ico d insorico inspections.

in any potltddamage Of threads, :tho stem (valve stemR) wilntpRortp doue
to he ackeator alv boy binglarEr in diamotor than the stem.

In valves with bolted bonnet (covrs) bgnt ewll t, perorte because th
rem~aining bo~wtg withst~and the inerAlpFr su Yven when one bolt is assumed
to- hav4.4 benDAmad In valvfes w'ith proccue sealc, bonnets will not porfGoate

Of throaded bonnetS having caoy als, bonnets will not perfor-ate due, to loose

2. ~ ~ 104R Hig pedrtin qpMent

rdriv.men rtating equipmen't (pump; fan, et..)is..,

contAineA-a q.n #e casing, and, ths inaucrion mooris aesgne to19W wincRtana a
ever- speed. Miseiloc are therefo6re, not postulated in, motor driven rotating

Missiles .are, not postula6terd i ubn die up because, of the everspeed
pr:eth--ion syrtem, anid ,deiberae•; c'r ... .. o m.de...in th ins pect.ion o40
mate4;rials, deogn prucion instamllatoadoeain

Migssis ar e nt postulated in the% GTG bacauso of tho§ overspeed prevention:
~ysorn deibeateconideatinsin the inspecGtion of mn.Ator1s, desgn

.pr-oduction, installation, and opration, and casing materil . th a p rv .e

Refr to S eti. : 3.5..3 fr discussion oturin and t..bin. rt0 or.issi....

.3. Gas .xploion

& hydrogen, explosion isr not deem~ed acedbesueofmsieenrtn
because equipment containing hydrogen is designed to ~prevent h~ydrogen fro1m

moniorig ad ventilation,

Battor', compartments ar ventilated. to pevent the oncGGentWato of: hydrogeni.
Thej hyrg upyossem and g9as bottles ar installed in a comG~partmen

indepen4dent o safcty ac tutrs and vcntl!atiqo isý 0prvidod to prcvont4
the concentr~ation of hydrogen.

4. Gravitational MigsileS

Tier 2 3.5-7 Revision ~
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a.Cra;n drpohav loads

AS doAfino;d: in ASME NOG I (Refrenco00 3.6- 5), a c-ritic-al lo-ad is any-19 leod!ad
G O StRC d moUES m t o, reloao oud adVrely fctn D uent
related SSG whensc SCi 0qio4o plant isafty-o ol euti
potontialto Ae!pocw i 1.0 CPR 100 limis.

,p Irness ares defind b ...y E NG ' (ReforGcý 3.5 5)" a6, tho, 8 used to
handle critic-al loads. 'n accordance with ARSE NOG 1, Typo I cranes are
designed to ani lc and reoquipped wit sigefalr proof fetures to
prWevet leadro.
Refer to Subsection 9.1.5. for further discssion: on the dersign bawsesfo
po..ated loadropb th. o.. Ver.ha hea load: handling sysem of the US
APWR.

Additignally, cranes are .designed to ýprevent di;Oersion. and cralilment. Drop
prevntin dsig is lsoempoye ba edmo earthquake design critera

Thorofor,,lead drops, an dtaimet of cranes0914 do, no ersn rdboSourco
.Of mis!iles that would jeopriesaeyrlae S

b. Falling objects reultfing from non seism~ic SSG.duin eismi event:

SZismir. ctateor 11 Sgse are defined as nmt essential for. the r.afe 'Shutdown of
the plant, and ned not remain functional during and ýafter: acfb shutdown

eartquak. Hwever, such structues and subsystemspmuo-t not fall o displse
excssielywhore it could damage an ses icctegOrY I SCs6. T-hereAfore,iany

..ýW4 ...eda S6 e slad

ss~s With; the poeta to cau-- da mage to saeyrlae .sar nlo
and dersignebd' using§ the came m6thod Wnotes iits .spec.ified forseismic

cateory SSs. N nonseimic S~sare pe~ktod. that could posýsibly affect
theabiityofthe plant to- achieVe:and. maRint-ain cafesudAan omiti

oeffite radiological doecnetainlevels. within definead limi~ts. in additinl
sosmc ategory 1 48~ azre net0 permittedA in no esi ra ndý ar

therefore- net impacted b~y fligojcsdurin~g a seimceet

;.S;econdary missiles caused by a falling obj!00 striking aig energy SYSte

F~alling objects 0imacting a high energqy syMtem or- otheir suldacines may' have the
ability to genraat..e secondary missiles. Falling objects, are postiulated to- oaccurb
.either a crane drop of. heavy load, Or resulting fero a nonR seI6 irmi SSG during a
seiSmicG event. AS dc-649ribe inth peeding paragraphs,.;those missiler sources
are not credible, and therefore6, no eced misie from;ý ths uce r

A. Unsocrwed maintenance equipmenI t.

Trhe cni Aplcn ist rpr lant procedure thaspeify equipmen
required for maintenance or undergoin mwnenne i s to be: removed fo

h-aardM to Ss important to. safety, or- seismically rer inet preyent it: From
becoming a missile

Tier 2 3.5-8 Revision 4~
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3-5:112-. ....... ~ o Monsiacro f6G6rcaIFO'Ge

Basodon jStification G4 noncedible missiles diScUssed in Subsectin 35..1,no
s fet elated roFtatin eimnt an~d Aon ASMEr Code high;,energy ytmsaetho

onlY m~issiles thA-t:mayLTir furt her protection of Safet Yrelated SSCs.

;.50#41444 C06odbleo Sou~rces of Intorn-ally Genra~ted Missile6 (utid
;GROntIRerA)

Tho following crdbisoro f intoFRna~y genorated missileks outside the- comntinmen
are dis-used below:

1. Itmscotaining high energy flids,

.High eFegy pin if,,not ons-t ruct .d to.+ 4SME od, Sctioo, S in 1+.1 cier
(Re4f9renc 3.5 3), caný be- credible sore fmissiles; howevrF,. due t
mi.....titin faures in th, US APWR design.they do not poea r.iskto..anfety.

relte S~s.Suh piigi sprted from safety related systemsý by ha~
ectioncr • e lSe or SS ts are located utsidS e the zloneaso postulated m ni

2. High speed rotating equipment

p ont saoety ratedrn hgh pened rotating euipment located outside the PCCV. ca
be.credible .soumrce of missileso; howoerF due) to mitigating features in he4 U-S
APWR desigont, such equPe s n1 poh e na risok to re4 reltedS .
Pr0imer, missile protecionis rvie by. locating credible missile sourcas hehn
conrmetg walla andsfloors, b andory ofghcting SSs Outside: the aoes ob postulated

m~sil stiks.For thoSe caSeS Whore elmnto f missile. hazEardi
impactcalOcedibleý missiles ar eovaluated based On- the szeeg, and

tr ajeteen' ofmthed broktaen icsculbcm missiles n h roiit anypoentay imopated b

i SS usr Altercnaely, An 9evauation is pser
redundiancy roMainS4to achie9e and maintainl A safe 1hutdow cC6Aon digeon. I h
ablility to achieve admiti aesudw sntdtriomsiebrir
are. designed sdsusdi uscin353

Section 3.2-and'Section 3111list apblicable SSCs. their location, seismicicategory. and
quality. group/equipmenbt clas'sifications. General arrangement drawings ,showing
locations of the: SSCs are gqiven in ::Section 1.2. The following componenit tv~es have the
:potential to produce initernally-gqenerated missiles outside the PCCV..

3.5.1.1.1 Items Containing Pressurized High-eneray: Fluids, or Steam:

Items forming a pressurized boundary of: high-energV fluid or steam mhay bes postulaed
to have. beený dama-ged, broken pieces could become missiles when propelled by
internal nrestsure or iet forces.

3.5.1.1.1.1 Piping

For potential missiles originating from piping under high pressure, the probability of
occ urrenice. PF, is maintained less than 1 7: by virtue of the design in aCcordance with
ASME -Code, Section:: III (Reference 3.5-3). and inspection program in:compliance with

Tier 2 3.5-9:: R~evilSion 42
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ASME Code, Section Xl (Reference3:.5-4). If piping as evaluated in Section 3.6 were to:
rupture, the pipe is held in place by its supports. Howeveir, the.probability of occurrence,.
PI, remains less than IV since the isection remains attached to.the remainder of the
piping system.,

Pressurized high-energy pipingq systems and components, if not constructed :to ASME
Code, Section 1lW criteria (Reference: 3.5-3).. can be a significant source of. missiles (that
is.P >107. The probability of impact,.Pz, is therefore also considered, The probabilityof impact. F', is minimized by locating a potential missile source or pOtential tarqet

outside the zonebof postulated missile strike, by the robust buildincq walls and slabs:that
are designed for applicable missile strikes, or thel separation of piping:systems and
components that;.are• missile sources: from potentially impacted SSCs. When eývaluating
the credibility of missile impact, the product of P1 •. , is! less than 10.1iand therefore
non-ASME Code piping systems and components are nottcredible missile sources.

For: non-high energyI. fluid systems, the systems have insufficient stored energy to
generate-a missile. The .probability of missileoccurrence. Pi, from non-high enerQy fluid
systems is therefore less than 10 .

3.5.1.141.2 Valves.

in the case of postulated damage, to threads, the stem (valve stem) Will not eiect:
because the backseat or valve. body is larcer in diameter than the stem. Therefore. the

probability of missile: occurrence. PI, originating from an eiected valve stem is* less:than:
10-1.
In: valves with bolted bonnets (covers), bonnets: can not: be perforated because the.
remaining bolts withstand the, internal pressure even when one bolt is assumed to have.
been damaged..In valves of ANSI 900 Pressure Class and above, valves..:using bonnet:
types With a pressure seal will not perforate: because they are pressed by a yoke or
retainer ring (cover retaining ring). The valve design is in accordance with ASME Code..

Section III (Reference 3.5-3). and inspected in accordance with ASME Code. Section XI
(Reference 3.5-4).• Therefore,.the probability ofmissile occurrence, PI. originating from a
pressure seal-style valveibonnet is lessthan 10".

,In valves of threaded bonnets .having canopy seals: commonly used for ANSI 600
Pressure Class and below,.the bonnets will not: perforate due to:loose threading., and-
ýhave a historically: low occurrence of total: separation of*0the bonnet from thed valve.,
Therefore, the probability of missile occurrence, PI. origiinating from a threaded"valve
bonnet is.less than 1V7,

3.5.1.1.1.3 Pipe Fittings and Appurtenances

For potential missiles originating from pipe fittings :and appurtenances under high:
pressure, the probability of occurrence. P1. is- maintained less than W1 " for those:
components Whose: desiqn is' in accordance with ASME: Code. Section III (Reference
3.5-3), :and inspection: program is in compliance with ASME Code, Section X1 (Reference.
3,5-4). Pipe fittings andia ,appurtenances that may be a high probability of occurrenceý (that
is, P, >10"7) areJfurther qualified as: statistically inSignificant' when the probability of.
missile impact ona critical component, 4Pe, is such that. the product of.P1 x ,is less thadn
107 . In addition, any postulated missile involving.a pipe fitting or appurtenanceý is:a small
mass and small area-, resulting in low velocity -and therefore energy. This: results in :a
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very small probability of significant dam.ager(P ). Therefore, a combined probability (P1

P x Eý) of any: postulated missile generated by a pipe fitting. or appurtenance is less
than 101 .per year, and the potential missile is not considered statist ically significant.

3.5.1.1.2 Highh-Speed Rotating Equipment

In general,. the probability of occurrence, P1. of safety-related rotating equipment is
maintained less than 10-' by virtue of the equipment design and manufacturing criteria.
Justification for a low probability of occurrence, P•. includes the fact thatý rotatina
equipment energized by alternating current power are govemed by the frequency of the
power supply. The narrow ran-ce of frequency variation for the alternating current power
supply makes it highly unlikely that an overspeed condition of rotating equipment can
occu. r While it is postulated that missiles such as a fan blade, may occur at rated speeds.
the design of the casing prevents missile penetration. However, in'the unlikely case of a
high-speed rotating component penetrating the casing and Pj is greater than 10z, the
probability of impact, P2. is also considered. P, is minimized by locating a potential
missile source or potential target outside the zone of Postulated missile strike, by the.
robust building walls and slabs that are designed for applicable missile strikes, or the
separation of missile sources from potentially impacted SSCs, When considering both
probability of occurrence and probability of impact, ýthe produCt of P1 x P, is less than
1W0 q and therefore high-speed rotating equipment are not credible missile sources.

Missiles are similarly not postulated from turbine-driven pumps because of the over-
speed prevention system and deliberate guality assurance consideration for the
inspection of materials, design, production, installation, and operation. The probability of
occurrence, P., for turbine-driven pumps is therefore maintained less than 10"7.

Missiles: are also not postulated from the GTG because of::the. over-speed prevention
system, deliberate quality assurance.considerations in the inspection of materials.
design, production, installation, and operationi and the casin material that prevents
penetration. The probability of occurrence, PE. for the GTG is therefore maintained less
than 107'.

In the case of non safety-related high-speed rotating pumps, motors with thick casings
are procured to prevent the probability of missile occurrence. Therefore, the probability
of missile occurrence, P1 . originating from a non safety-related high-speed rotating pump
is less-than 10-.-

In the case of non safety-related high-speed rotating fans, the robability of missile:
occurrence may be statistically significant (P1 >10-71. When investigating these
components, the probability of impact, P2. is also evaluated to confirm that the product of
P1 x P, iS less than 10";. The probability of impact, fP,, is minimized by.locating a
potential missile source or potential target outside the zone of postulated missile strike,
by the robust buildingwalls and slabs that are designed for applicable missile .strikes,
and/or the separation of the rotating equipment that is aý missile source from potentially
impacted SSCs. Theref6re;-high-speed rotating fans are not a credible missileWoburce
since the product of P x Pg is less than 107.

Refer -to Subsection 3.5.1.3 for discussion ofturbine and turbine rotor missiles.

Ti iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiierII2 II III I R eIisi o n
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3.5.1.1.3 Gas or Pressurized Cylinder Explosion

Protective measures are taken as recommended by NUREG/CR-3551 (Reference 3.5-.
19), including procedures, analysis, and design details, to mitigate pressurized gas
-cylinders/bottles:from:qenerating or becoming a missile. Design features which resist the
formation of missiles from a pressurized gias clinded/bottle include the fabrication from
rolled .thick-wall steel: material, and a! steel collar at the neck of the bottle to protectithe
sensitive valve andother critical parts. In addition, the pressurized cylinders are oriented
vertically with the bottle pointed towards the concrete slab roof in storaqe rtaks
:restrained in accordance with seismic Categorv II requirements. Therefore, the product.
of the probability of occurrence, P1 , and the probability:of impacting a significant target.
4',. is lessthan 10;1..

Batter•ycomipartments :are Ventilated to prevent the concentration of hydrogen. The
hydrogen supply system iand aas bottles are installed in a compartment: independent of.
safety-related structures, and ventilation is provided to prevent, the concentration of
hydrogen. The probability. of occurrence. P8. for:a gas explosion in battery compaftments.
is therefore maintained less thanrl . "

3.5.1.1.4 Gravitational Missiles

3.5.1.1.4.1 Crane DroD of Heavy LOads

As defined in ASME NOG-I (Reference::3.5-5), a critical load is any. lifted load whose
uncontrolled movementzor release could adversely affect any safety-related SSC when
such :a SSC is reguired for plant safety or could result in potential offsite exposure in
excess: of: 0 CFR 100 limits.

Type I cranes are defined by ASME! NOG-1' (Reference 3.5-5) as those used to handle
critical loads. In accordance: with ASME:'NOG-1, Type I cranes are designed to remain in,
placeand are equipOed With sinqle failure-proof featuresto prevent load drops.
.Refer to Subsection 9.1.5.1 for further discussion on the design bases for a postulated
load drop by the overhead heavy load handling: system of the US-APWR.

Additionally, cranesare: designed to prevent diversion and derailment. Drop prevention
design is also emploVed basedon earthouake design criteria. Therefore, load:drops and
.derailment of cranes6do not represent credible sources of missiles that wouldieopardize
safety-related SSCs. Therefore, the probability of bccurrence. P,. of missiles -generated
.by agravity load crane dropi]s less than 10".
1.3.5.1..1.4.2 Falling Objects Resulting from Non-Seismic SSCs During Seismic

Event

Seismic' Cateqor II SSCs are defined as not essential for the safe shutdown of the.
plant, and need not remain functional during and after a SSE. However,: suchistructures
and subsystems: must not fall or displace excessively where it could damage any seismic
Cateor I SSCs. Therefore, any:SSCs with the :otential to: cause, dama ie to safet-.
related SSCs are. analyzed and :designed :using the same methods and stress limits
specifiedJfor seismic category I SSCs. No non-seismic SSCs are permitted :that could
possiblyVaffect the ability of the plant to -achieve, and maintain safe .shutdown, and to,,
maintain offsite radiological' dose/concentration levels within defined limits. In addition,
seismic Category I SSCs.. are not permitted in non-seismic areas and are therefore not

Tier 2 1.5-12, Revision .-t-2
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impacted by falling objects during a :seismic: event. Therefore, the: 'product of the
probability of occurrence, PE, and the probabilityiof significant impact,.P:, of non-seismic
'SSCs :missiles stfiking seismic Category. I:SSCs is maintainedI as:less than 10'.

3.5.1.1.4.3 Secondary Missiles Caused by a Falling Obiect Striking a HIigh-
Ener-gySystem

Fallingg obiects impacting a:high-ýenergqy system :or other surfaces may have the ability to
aenerate secondary missiles. Fallinq obiects arew ostulatedto occur by: eitherta crane

drop of heaW load, orlresultihg from:a non-seismic SSC durin a :seismic 'event. As
described in the precdding: paragraphs,, these missiles sour ces are not credible, and no
secondary missiles from these :sources are capable of occurring. The probability of
occurrence. P. 'is therefore inherently less than WO7.

3.5.1"2 .Internally:Generated Missiles (Inside Containment)

m i cnt.,.dSS Or detiied in Sc 34 and

3.51.21 Mss-ilo Prevention:

:Refer to ubsetion 3254.14 for discusio ofmisieypevton acpplicablo inside,

3.5.1.2.2.1i Mficeilqq NotConsider~ed Credible

Discussioun h! Suscin ... egarding mirsilers not. cosidered credible is alSo
applicble tomissiognrated iricide the 12C=. I~n addfiton, oqUipment loI e within

the :PCCV are, d-isc-ussed- and-caife why. those 0re not crodiblo missile sourceSi

inside the PCCV, missies originating from the R.,SG.r. a.t.. coolantp .ump
(RC), resurierandRGP1 piping during normal operation are not considrd

credible du~e to ASME1 Code Sectiion4 :11 (Reference0 3.5 3)ý and Setion Xl
(Refrene 35 1 crtera cntrolling quality from production through Operation,

mate~rial chrctitc, deig trnths, and the preSerVice. and inseoc
inspections. Additional afsrne to prntgnr-ation of missiles ore prokqded
by pwdNtoetonoth 'o.

Miss~iles in, the form ofa piece of theROM houigoe cntrol Fodejcd
rapidly, from4 the- 64or0 is noIt cons~idered credible. In ad-ditio ojstfcto

eqiaet to the RV, the followin asuacS speific to the CIRDIVc are

S5hop hydro testin inecs f 125% of.s sysem design pmr6essre
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W ydro testing 9f housings to 125% of isysto 9. design prsu e atr they
reinstallkd on.4the Rv to the head adaptOrs. Hofusings areý iajblso tetd

during hydro testing of the: completed RIGS.
Housinigs aro mnado of mnaterialsý With, excGellent notch toughness.:

STress W _elds in the mechanism are,, not÷ affcte b ,sstm- thefrmalI

- Te els i te resur bun-r, o the CRE satisfy-ASMVE Code,
Section 14 (RoErence 3.5 3) requirem~ents ifO design,. procedure,
examination and inspection.-
A aconfol: rod ejcinscniered in the safety analyses in: Chapter15,,
and the dsgtrnitsin Sulbsection 379..1.

qualiy cotrol incoSePi9icpotion, and continuous moneitoring for shaft vibrtin
The mximumd~lowblo rtating Speed in terms of the strength of 'the fl~wheel i

fi ielant,,lynd higer than the maximum rating speed of th:, motor pos•tulae at
the ... p.n,and:. ....... ... theso nd es ...f .the .l o is m intaned

3.5.1.2.2,2 Mi-silpi Con.sidrod Cr.dible

Bae njstificatiano onA cdio sic icuedli Slubscton 3.5..2 non
saft elaed otaingequpment, and, preassuized: components located in ig neg
nysem Rat resquired to satisfy ASME Code-, Sectio Wl (ReferenGe 3.5 34) are the Only

mnissiles c-onsidere9d credibetama rquire~ fur~ther protection; fof: 6afey related qSZQ

a3.5.1 22.3 Crod'ibl SoUrcoc.6 ofInona Gonsrated Milssilps (inside
centainment)

Tho~ floigceble; sources of intrn ially generated missiles inSide§ the PCCV are

1. Iemsconainig hgh nery fluids6
A1l high~eneg piin ssems:Within PCCVcoemply with ASME= Code, Section III.

The4 feW non safety rlated high speed rotating equipm4ent leoated inside PGC
wearecrdible sources of milssiles; howeVOr, do .netps ikt safety related
.SSG6. Prim~ar; miSSie protection is provided by locating credible missilei souwrce
behind c;onreteg vall -And feoore, and/er locatingsS~ usd the aoneso
postulated m~isrsile strikes. For those casess whoe~e elimination of missile hazadi
im Fpractical, credible mtgissIl aret !MMv~gluaj .d Ibased an the *ie enry, and
trajecor~y Of the postulated missile0, an0 the proximity to any ptotetally oimpce
.5SCc. AlterntlF a vlaini etrmdt eemn fsfiin
redundancy remains to achieve; and maintainR a safe ShutdoWn condition. IPf the
abiliy to achiei-e and- maintai4An sfe hto sntdeemnd missile barrier
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Section 3.2 and Section 3.11 list! applicable SSCs.•their iocation, seismic;category., and
guality group/etuipment :classifications. General arrangement drawings showinq
locations of the SSCs arewgiven in Section 1.2. The following component types have the
.potential to produceinternally-generated missiles inside'the PCCVw

3:5.1.2.1 Items Containing Pressurized High-energy Fluids or Steam

Subsection 3.5.1.1.1 discusses items containing pressurized high-energyfluids or steam
,outsidecontainment. Conclusions relating to statistical si nificance of postulated
missiles also alv tosimilar items containing pressurized high-energy fluidsorsteam

inside containment. Pressurized items unique to inside containment are discussed as
follows.

Insidethe •PCCV. postulated missiles ori•inating from unigue, pressurized high-energy
items such as the RV and associated fittings,. SG, reactor coolant pump (RCP).
pressurizer. and IRCPB piping during normal operation:are: not considered credible dueo
to ASME Code Seci6n IIH (Reference 3;5-3) and Section XI (Reference 3.5-4) criteda
rcontrolling quality from: production. through operation, material characteristics, design.
strengths, and the preservice and inservice inspections. Additional assurances: to
prevent generation of missiles areý provided: by prudent operation of the system. The
probabilitybof missileoccdcrrence from pressudzed high energy items inside containment.
8i. is therefore less than 1 V.,

Additionally, missiles in the form of a piece of the CRDM housing or a control rod eiected
.rapidly from the core is not considered credible. In addition to a low probability of
6ccurrence similar to the RV. the following assurances specific to the CRDMs maintain.. a
,low probability of: occurrence. :P, and low probability'of impact, F', provided by:

, Shop hydro-testing in excess of 125%Wof systemrdesign pressure.

* Hydro-testing of housingjs to 125% of system design pressure after they :are
installed on the RV to the head adapters. Housings are also tested during hydro-
testing of the completed RCS.

• H6usings are made of materials with excellent notch toughness.

* Stress levels in the mechanism are not affected by s stem thermal transients at
power or by thermal movement of the reactor coolant: loops.

* The welds in the'pressure boUndary of the CRDMIsatisfyASME Code, Section'Ill
(Reference 3.5-3) reguirements for design, procedure, examination, and
inspection.

SA control rod eiection is considered in the safety analyses in Chapter 15, and the
design transients in Subsection 3.9.1.1.

Therefore, the product of probability of missile occurrence,. P,. and probability of impact,
',. is less than.i10:rfor pressurized high energy items inside containment.

3.5.1.2.2 Hilhý-Speed Rotating Equipment

Subsection 3.5.1.1.2 discusses high-speed rotating equipment. Conclusions relating to
statistical significance of postulated missiles also apply to similar hig h-speed rotating:
'equipment inside :containment. In addition, the RCP is 'an item unique -to inside
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containment. The RCP and associated flywheel is designed to prevent the probability:of
missile occurrence by quality control, inservice inspection, and continuous monitoring for
shaft vibration. The maximum allowable rotating speed in terms of the strength of the-
flywheel is sufficientlybhigher than the maximum rotating speed of the motor postulated
at the plantiand the soundness'of theflywheel is maintained. Therefore, thle probability
•of missile occurrencefrom high-speed rotating eqUipment inside: containment. Pi. is less
than 10-"

3.5.1.2.3 Gas or Pressurized Cylinder Explosion

Conclusions relating to statistical significance of postulated :missiles due :to gas. or
-pressurized cylinder explosion also apply inside: containmentv By an analysis similar to
that in Subsection 3.5.1.1.3;. it is concluded that no itemns have the capability of
generating potential missiles related to a gas or Pressurized cylinder explosion inside the
containment. Therefore, the product of the probability ..of occurrence. P•. and the
probability of impacting a significant target.• P. is lesst than 107".

3.5.1.24 Gravitational Missiles

Subsection: 3.5.1.1.4 discusses: -gravitational missiles, including crane drop of heaw
loads, fallihg obiects'ý resulting from non-seismic SSCs during seismic event, and
secondary missiles caused by a.falling obiect striking a :high-energy system. Conclusions
relating ;to statistical significance 'of 'these postulated missiles also apply to: similar
potential gravitational missiles inside containment. Therefore,: the probability of missile
occutrence, Pi. or the product of P1 and the probability of impacting a significant target.
P,. is less than I 0"'..

In addition, the:COL Applicant is to prepare plant procedures that specify equipment
required for maintenance or undergoing maintenance is to be removed from containment
prior to operation, moved to a location where it Iis not-a potential hazard to SSCs
important to safety, or seismically restrained to prevent it from becoming a missile.

3.5.1.3 Turbine Missiles

The two broad categories of turbine failures are referred tovas design over-speed and
destructive over-speed failures. Missiles resulting from design over-speed failures are
thejresult of brittle-fracture of turbine blade wheels or portions of the turbine rotor itself.,
Failures of this type can occur during startup or normal operation. Missiles resulting from
destructive over-speed failures would be generated if the over-speed protection system
malfunctions and :the turbine speed increases to a point, at which the low-pressure
wheels or. rotor undergo ductile failure.

3.5.1.3.1. Geometry.

As defined by "Protection Against Low-Trajectory Turbine Missiles", RG 1.115, Rev.. 1
(Reference: 3.5.6), current evidence. Suggests low trajectoty turbine missile strikes are
Concentrated within an area bounded by lines-inclined at 25 degrees tothe turbine wheelplanes and passing through theend wheels oft.he low pressure stages.

The T/G:jis located south of the nuclear island with its shaft oriented along the north-
south axis. In this orientation, the, potential for ow trajectoryturbine missiles .to impact.
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from a safety viewpoint. Applicable regulatory requirements are to be identified,. and
discussions of how these regulatory requirements are met for the site envelope
characteristics.

2.2.2.5 Internally Generated Missiles (lnsideand Outside the Containment):

Factors:.contributing to missile protection of potentially targeted SSCs is provided by one
or more of thefollowinq methods:

* Locating the system or component in a missile-proof structure
* Separating redundant systems or components for the missile path or range
4 Providing local shields and barriers for systems and components
,*: Designing theequipment to withstand the impactof-the most damaging missile
, Providing design features to prevent the eneration of missiles
* Orienting missile sources to prevent missiles from stiking safety-related

equipment

, Missile :barriers are designed if the ability to achieve and maintain safe shutdown
is not determined.

Table 2.2-4 provide the ItAAC requirements ;and acceptance criteria for SSCs. that:require physical.missile Protection fromt any credible: internal missiles inside: and outside
the containmentr

21.2.3 System Structural Design

The location, safety classification, quality group, seismic classification, and coderequirements for systems and components that are important: to safety, affect safety
and/or :support safety: functions are provided in the subsections of specific systems.
Table 2,2-4provides the: ITAAC requirements and acceptance criteria for SSCs.

2.2.3.1 PiPing:Systems and Components

Details :are discussed in Section 2.3, Piping Systems and Components, for structural
information pertaining to piping systems and components.

2.21.32 Seismic- and Dynamic Qualification of Mechanical and Electrical
Equipment

The safetvy-related mechanical and electrical equipment, including instrumentation, and,.where applicable, their supports classified as seismic: Category I are demonstrated to be:
capable of performing: their intended, safety-related functions under the full .range ofnormal and accident loadings, including seismic. This includes equipment in the: reactor
protection system (RPS), engineered safety feature (ESF), Class 1E electrical
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Table 2.2-4 Structural and Systems Engineering Inspections, Tests,
Arnalyses, and Acceptance.Criteria (Sheet3 of 3)

Design Commitment Inspectionsj Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria

13b. Flood doors and flood: barrier 13b. inspections of the as-built 13b. For the: RIB and PS/B, the as-
penetrations of the R/BPg and flood doors and flood built flooddoors and flood barrier
the PS/B are provided.with penetrations will be penetrations are provided with
flood protection features. performed. flood protection features to

protect :against water seepage;.

14. Penetrations in the external i14.An inspiection will be 14.The as-built pehetrations in the
walls,. including those up to the performed to verify that the external. Walls of the:R/B and the
subgrade.levellif necessary, of floodprotection-features of: PS/B are provided with flood
the RB1 and PS/B are the as-built penetratiohs in the protection features below flood
proVidedwith flood protection externalwa•lls of.the R/B and: level.
features below flood.level. the PS/B exist below flood

level.

15. Redundant safe shutdown 15.An inspection ofthe as-built :15. The 3-hour.rated as-built fire
c ,omponents anrdassociated fire barriers will bepeiforrned, barriers.are placed aslrequired
electrical divisions outside, the: by the FHA'.
containment and the control
room complex are separated..
by 3-hour rated fire barriersto
preserve. the capability to.
safely, shutdown the plant

*foliowing a fire. The 3-hour
rated fire barriers are placed

:as required by the FHA.

16. All penetrations and openings: 16. An inspection willbe 16. All as-buiilt penetrationsand
through the fire.barriers are performed to.Verify that'the openings are protected with
protected against: fire. as-built components are rated components (i.e. fire doors

provided t6 protect the in doorbopenings, fire dampers in
penetrations and openings ventilation ductiopenings, and
through fire barriers, penetration seals).,

1.7. Safety-related SSCs are 17. Refer to Section 2.3 ITAAC 17. Referto Section2:23 ITAAC #6
designed to withstand the #6
dynamic effects.of pipe
breaks.

18: The key.dimensions.of the RY 1 .Refer to Section 2.4.1 ITAAC. 18. Refer to Section 2.4. ITAAC #5
confirn with the licensed #5
:design and are documented in
*an as-builtt report..

i9. Safety-related SSCs are 19. An inspection will be 19. Primary missile protection is
Drotected from anY credible performed:to verify as-built i irovided by locatind missile
Internal missile:sources inhside locations of safety-related sources behind concrete walls
and outside the:containment.. SSCs are protected from ,and floors, and/or locating

potential impactby. credible safety-related SSCs outside the
internal missiles. ........ zones of. credible-missile.strikes;
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